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DEVELOPMENT NEWS APRIL 2022

Sat, 30 Apr 2022 00:00:00 +0000

This month came with a lot of preparations for the release of Gajim 1.4 🚀 Gajim’s release

pipeline has been improved in many ways, allowing us to make releases more frequently.

Furthermore, April brought improvements for file previews on Windows.

Changes in Gajim

For two and a half years I (wurstsalat) have been writing (and translating) Gajim’s monthly

development news. Keeping this up on a monthly basis takes a lot of time and effort. Upcoming

development news will be released on an irregular basis, focussing on features instead of monthly

progress.

It has been a while since the release of Gajim 1.3.3. But why does it take so long until a new version

gets released? One of the reasons is the amount of manual work it takes to update every part of

Gajim’s internals for a new release. This does not include functional changes, but only things which

need to be updated (version strings, translations, changelogs, etc.) before a new version can be

deployed. Note that Gajim is available for multiple distributions on Linux, for Flatpak, and for

Windows, which makes releasing a new version more complicated. In order to make releases

happen more frequently, i.e. reducing the manual work involved in deploying a new version, great

efforts have been made:

deployment pipelines have been established on Gajim’s Gitlab

the process of applying Weblate translations has been integrated better

changelogs will be generated automatically from

git

’s commit history

Flatpak update process has been simplified

There are more improvements to come, but this should already make deploying a new version much

easier.

What else happened:

Sentry integration has been improved

libappindicator is now used on Wayland, if available

downloading a file preview can now be cancelled

mime type guessing for file previews has been improved on Windows

audio previews are now available on Windows

Security Labels ( XEP-0258) selector has been improved

improvements for private chat messages

Plugin updates

Gajim’s OpenPGP plugin received an update with some usability improvements.

Changes in python-nbxmpp

python-nbxmpp is now ready for being deployed quickly as well.

As always, feel free to join gajim@conference.gajim.org to discuss with us.
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DEVELOPMENT NEWS MARCH 2022

Thu, 24 Mar 2022 00:00:00 +0000

March brings a new issue reporting system and many performance improvements for both

Gajim and python-nbxmpp. Gajim’s OMEMO plugin comes with some improvements as

well. Last but not least, there has been a security issue in python-nbxmpp, which has been

fixed in version 2.0.6.

Changes in Gajim

As some of you might know, Gajim is being developed using Python. Exceptions and tracebacks are

Python’s way of communicating errors to developers. In the past, you would see an error window

popping up, which presents some details. Clicking ‘Report Issue’ (step 1) would lead to our 

development platform, where you would have to login (step 2), and then post the issue including

some of your feedback (step 3). This is not a simple process, and it certainly holds users back from

reporting issues.

In order to simplify reporting issues, we implemented error reporting via Sentry. Sentry is an

optional library, which enables users to send error reports directly to our development platform,

without requiring them to login (only a single step needed). Of course you still get to decide if you

want to send a report or not. There is no automatic reporting. If the Sentry library is not installed

on your system, Gajim’s error reporting will fall back to the previous behaviour. We hope this lowers

the hurdle for users to report issues, leading to a better overview of what needs fixing the most.

What else happened:

Search performance has been improved significantly

Menu handling has been refactored

Create Group Chat window has been simplified

Chat history export has been improved

Start Chat display performance has been improved

Privacy settings are now applied without requiring a restart

Text selection and copying has been improved

Fixed global proxy setting

Fixed status icon for some desktop environments

Improved resilience against cache database corruption

Plugin updates

Gajim’s OMEMO plugin received an update which raises the allowed amount of unacknowledged

messages until a key becomes invalid. This should help with clients being left out of an encrypted

chat after idling for some time.

Changes in python-nbxmpp

python-nbxmpp 2.0.5 and 2.0.6 have been released, fixing a security issue in resolving websocket

URIs. Furthermore, there have been performance improvements for processing network data,

which should make Gajim more responsible during heavy load.

As always, feel free to join gajim@conference.gajim.org to discuss with us.
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DEVELOPMENT NEWS FEBRUARY 2022

Thu, 24 Feb 2022 00:00:00 +0000

February brought a unified Groupchat Details window, which offers all the configuration

knobs you need. Also this month: less memory leaks and improved OMEMO QR codes.

Changes in Gajim

In April last year, we introduced Gajim’s new Contact Information window. This month, we took on

group chats and their various windows and management pages, introducing a unified ‘Groupchat

Details’ window. Groupchat Details offer:

an information page

a settings page for your local preferences (e.g. whether to send read markers or not)

a management page (for subject, avatar, etc.)

two pages for managing affiliation of participants and banned users

a configuration page for owners

What else happened:

Gajim’s file preview received some fail-safes

Removed support for server announce (already covered by Ad-Hoc Commands)

Removed Single Message window

Fixed several memory leaks

Added an ‘unread marker’ for your accounts in the account sidebar

Fixed displaying emojis on MacOS

Plugin updates

Gajim’s OMEMO plugin received some improvements which should make it easier for cameras to

scan QR Codes.

As always, feel free to join gajim@conference.gajim.org to discuss with us.
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DEVELOPMENT NEWS DECEMBER 2021 AND JANUARY 2022

Sat, 22 Jan 2022 00:00:00 +0000

Work on Gajim 1.4 is making big steps forward! After nine months of developing Gajim’s

new main window, the code was finally ready to be merged into the

master

branch. This enables automatic builds of nightlies for Linux and Windows.

Changes in Gajim

Gajim’s new main window brings many changes: a new window layout, featuring workspaces and

an all new conversation view with better message styling and lots of improvements. You can read

more about that in previous posts.

If you follow Gajim’s development closely, you might have noticed lots of code commits regarding 

type annotations. Adding type annotations in all places helps us developers to resolve issues before

they surface. They make code easier to understand, help document the code, and they allow

automatic checks to be run against the code while developing. Since Gajim is built upon 

python-gobject, the type checker has to be aware of types used an returned by GObject’s classes

and methods. For this, we started to write so-called stubs: pygobject-stubs as well as ‘builder stubs’

for Glade user interface files used by Gajim.

On the server side we switched our automatic type checking from mypy to pyright, which is much

faster. Since type checking can also help finding structural flaws, many places in Gajim have been

refactored in the process of adding type annotations.

Another big step forward has been made for message styling. Gajim now features real-time

message styling in the chat input box. The text formatting menu has been repurposed to use 

XEP-0393 Message Styling elements. Furthermore, message styling now has feature parity on

Windows and Linux. Finally, emoji parsing for Windows has been fixed and

/me

message parsing works again.

Upgrading your Gajim installation on Windows should now run a lot smoother. It detects a

previously installed version and runs the uninstaller automatically and silently (after you confirm, of

course).

What else happened:

You can now use drag and drop to move chats between workspaces

The chat list now offers a ‘Mark as read’ menu item

Unread counts are stored, so you still see which message you haven’t read yet

Code widget has been improved for large code snippets

File preview now features a download progress bar

Improvements for moderated group chats (chat input disabled, short explanation, a new

button for ‘requesting voice’)

New and improved group chat inviter

Minimum width of Gajim’s window has been reduced, so it fits better on your screen

It’s now possible to set custom shortcuts for some Gajim actions, for example changing

Ctrl+N

for starting a new chat

History Manager has been obsoleted: exporting and purging chat history is now possible

from Gajim

Calls now feature echo suppression and ringing/dialing sounds thanks to @emil

If a server shuts down, Gajim will show a notification

XML Console: syntax highlighting for the XML stream

Removed XEP-0107 (User Mood), XEP-0108 (User Activity), and XEP-0209 (Metacontacts)

Plugin updates

Gajim’s Triggers plugin has been refactored and adapted in order to work with the new notification

system.

Changes in python-nbxmpp

The Websocket implementation has been adapted to the stanza size limit currently seen in

production.

As always, feel free to join gajim@conference.gajim.org to discuss with us.
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DEVELOPMENT NEWS NOVEMBER 2021

Mon, 29 Nov 2021 00:00:00 +0000

Annoyed of spam messages in public channels? Gajim just gained support for Message

Moderation! Also this month: better message corrections and improved notifications.

Changes in Gajim

If you’re participating in public channels you might have witnessed spam from time to time.

Someone comes along and pastes some URL about a promising business opportunity, or leaves an

offending picture. Moderators can kick/ban spammers, but that does not remove those messages.

With XEP-0425 Message Moderation, there is a standard for retracting messages from a group

chat. Both server and client have to support this standard, and you have to be

Moderator/Admin/Owner in order to be able to retract messages. Gajim 1.4 will support message

moderation in both ways: by offering moderation actions for messages, and by displaying a

disclaimer for message which have been moderated.

Coming with Gajim 1.4, message corrections done via XEP-0308 Last Message Correction will be

stored in the database. Up until now, each correction has been stored as a separate message. From

now on, the original message text will be stored, and each subsequent correction will replace the

message’s text. This way, Gajim can restore message corrections when loading messages from the

database while showing the original message in a tooltip. While working on this, we also updated

Gajim to the latest version of the Last Message Correction standard, which allows to edit the same

message multiple times.

Many of you asked about how to clean up the list of chats in Gajim’s Start Chat window. We went

ahead an added a “Forget Group Chat” menu item for each group chat. This effectively obsoletes

the bookmarks management window, which is now read-only.

What else happened:

Windows installer is ready for Gajim 1.4

Notifications now show details of received files instead of a plain

https://

or

aesgcm://

link

Avatars: non-square images are now displayed correctly by zooming in before cutting out a

circle

Plugin updates

Almost all plugins are now ready for Gajim 1.4.

Changes in python-nbxmpp

XEP-0425 Message Moderation is now supported by python-nbxmpp.

There is a huge change for python-nbxmpp coming, which involves a new XML parser and a lot of

type checking. Read more about that in upcoming posts.

As always, feel free to join gajim@conference.gajim.org to discuss with us.
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DEVELOPMENT NEWS OCTOBER 2021

Sat, 30 Oct 2021 00:00:00 +0000

This post marks two years of Gajim development news 🥳 In October, Gajim’s event system

received significant changes. These changes lead to improvements in notifications mainly,

but also made it possible to display Jingle File Transfers directly in the chat view! Also this

month: search filters which help narrow down your search.

Changes in Gajim

Cleaning up Gajim’s internal event system offered an opportunity to rework notifications. There is a

decision tree Gajim has to go through until a notification is actually issued. For example, a user

might set their status to “Busy”, which should suppress showing notifications (and possibly sounds).

Chats and group chats need different handling as well, because group chats can have individual

notification settings, which depend on various conditions: is it a private or a public group chat, are

we being mentioned by other users, etc. These decisions have been centralized at one place in order

to reduce code duplication and to make notification handling easier for developers.

While simplifying Gajim’s event system, Jingle File Transfers came into focus. File transfer event

processing had been spread across many places in Gajim, making it hard to migrate away from the

“File Transfers” window, which is exclusively used for Jingle File Transfers. After working on this, it

is now possible to have multiple widgets process events around file transfers. This means we can

have a file transfer widget in the chat view as well! With the new conversation view based on a

Gtk.Listbox

, it was easy to add a file transfer widget for Jingle File Transfers. Similar to HTTP Upload file

transfers, Jingle File Transfers (file offer, progress, success, and error) are now displayed directly in

the chat view.

Thanks to first time contributor wtas, Gajim 1.4 will feature search filters! There are several filters

for narrowing down your search:

after:

and

before:

for filtering by time,

from:

for filtering by user, and

has:

for filtering by content. This allows for example to search for a specific file you received some time

ago. Here is what a search could look like:

after:2021-08-01 has:file

What else happened:

The service Bad XMPP offers a set of badly configured XMPP services for testing against. Running

Gajim against this service uncovered an issue where Gajim’s account wizard became stuck.

Plugin updates

Both Quick Replies and Syntax Highlighting plugins have received a bug fix for an issue where

inserting text into the message input failed.

With Gajim 1.4, many things have changed under the hood. These changes affect how plugins

interact with Gajim or how they can access data. Starting this month, we’re adapting plugins to all

the changes coming with Gajim 1.4.

Changes in python-nbxmpp

python-nbxmpp received code annotations in various places.

As always, feel free to join gajim@conference.gajim.org to discuss with us.
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GAJIM 1.3.3

Sun, 10 Oct 2021 00:00:00 +0000

This release features improved Ad-Hoc Commands and brings back spell checking. Gajim

1.3.3 includes many bug fixes and improvements. Thanks everyone for reporting issues!

What’s New

The Ad-Hoc Commands window has been ported to Gajim’s new Assistant. This unifies the look and

feel with other actions using an Assistant and it also fixes some issues.

Windows users please note: Windows builds are now based on Python 3.9, which does not run on

Windows 7 or older.

More Changes

New

Profile: A NOTE entry has been added

Changes

API JID for search.jabber.network integration has been updated

Provider list: blabber.im has been removed (service is gone)

Fixes

#10441 Reload CSS after switching dark/light theme

#10477 Migration routine for portable installer

#10540 Windows: Added GSSAPI dependency

Fixed starting History Manager in standalone mode

Have a look at the changelog for the complete list.

Known Issues

Zeroconf (serverless messaging) has not been re-implemented yet

Client certificate setup is not possible yet

GajimGajim 281 online281 online

As always, don’t hesitate to contact us at gajim@conference.gajim.org or open an issue on 

our Gitlab.

Download Gajim 1.3.3

DEVELOPMENT NEWS SEPTEMBER 2021

Wed, 29 Sep 2021 00:00:00 +0000

September brought many updates under the hood. With big changes coming up in Gajim

1.4, many parts of the code have to be touched. These changes remain mostly invisible for

users, but make Gajim more robust. In some cases, this results in visible improvements as

well: Both Add Contact and Start Chat windows are now detecting the type of chat behind

an address.

Changes in Gajim

Since development on Gajim 1.4 started, a lot has changed under the hood. Window management

and contacts interface both received a complete makeover. These are essential components, which

means almost every part of Gajim has to be adapted. This is also an opportunity to clean up old code

and to revise features.

Jingle File Transfer for example received a new resource selector widget, which allows users to

select a resource/device to send the file to. But this is just one of many features which needed to be

updated.

Surprisingly often there have been issue reports about joining group chats. It turns out these are a

result of Gajim’s Start Chat window offering two actions for new addresses: either start a chat or

join a group chat. Choosing the first action for group chats results in a mess. In order to fix this,

Gajim will now try to do some discovery magic before actually starting a chat. The same goes for

the new Add Contact window, which will now detect group chats and gateways. If a gateway (i.e.

IRC) is detected, Gajim will offer registering options or Ad-Hoc Commands to configure the

gateway, depending on its capabilities.

Plugin updates

No plugin updates this month.

Changes in python-nbxmpp

Parsing XEP-0050 Ad-Hoc Commands is now more robust against unknown or duplicated actions.

Furthermore, an issue with message corrections has been fixed.

As always, feel free to join gajim@conference.gajim.org to discuss with us.
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GAJIM 1.4 PREVIEW: WORKSPACES

Fri, 27 Aug 2021 00:00:00 +0000

The Gajim team has been hard at work in the past months to prepare the next v1.4

release. The upcoming version brings a major interface redesign. In this post, we explain

how the new interface works and what remains to be decided or implemented before the

release.

Of course, your feedback is important! No interface can please everyone, so please react to this

post with how this change would impact you positively and negatively, and ideas you have to make it

even better before the release.

This blog post is in part based on the Gajim 1.4 UI/UX Preview given by lovetox, a current

maintainer of Gajim. So if you prefer the video format, click on that Youtube link or 

use your favorite Invidious instance to view it with a lightweight, privacy-friendly client. That

presentation was given as part of the XMPP Office Hours programme, where you can find other

interesting presentations about the Jabber/XMPP ecosystem, or propose your own!

Single-window application

The main change in Gajim’s new release is that, in the current implementation, it becomes a single-

window application. We’ve been used for over a decade to have separate windows for the contact

list (roster) and for chats. This user interface pattern was common with early 2000’s messengers

such as MSN and ICQ.

In the upcoming release, we make Gajim a single-window application, where all features are always

within your reach. This change is inspired by more recent messengers such as Element, Discord or 

Mattermost (among others). This is what it looks like so far:

Some people feel left out by this new feature and the removal of the multi-window mode, however

we hope to reconcile our users’ needs as part of the Gajim project, as explained in the Areas for

improvement section of this blog post.

Workspaces

Gajim v1.4 will introduce a new concept: workspaces. Previously, all tabs were considered equal as

a flat list within a window. We understand the need to organize some activities into a specific

context, but without multiple windows, we organize these activities by workspace.

A workspace is a collection of group chats and private chats, organized client-side. For the moment,

this is a non-standard, Gajim-specific feature, but standardization efforts are explained in the Areas

for improvement section.

We introduced a new sidebar on the left of the window which allows to navigate your workspaces

and accounts. After clicking any workspace, the chat list will be displayed in the sidebar. This chat

list, to the right of the workspace list, provides navigation for chats (both group chats and private

chats) within the current workspace. The currently focused workspace has a colored bar indicating

it’s the current context.

Below the workspace list, the sidebar lists your accounts. Clicking an account will display a page

containing the contact list, your avatar, a status selector, and a list of pending notifications.

Contacts in the contact list are organized by roster groups, as was already the case in previous

versions.

Account context

Each account is attributed a specific color, in addition to its avatar. This color is reused in the chat

list, alongside the tab’s avatar so you can see instantly which account of yours is used in a specific

chat. When a given chat/account doesn’t have an avatar defined, one is generated from the first

character of its displayed name.

When a notification is received within a certain workspace, an indicator with the number of unread

messages will be shown on the workspace icon and on the chat.

Organizing your interface

Workspaces can be reordered manually within the sidebar by drag-and-drop. However, these two

different types of context are kept separate: the workspaces appear on top of the list, while

accounts are listed on the bottom. When there’s too many entries to display, the workspace/chat list

becomes scrollable.

Chats can also be moved from one workspace to another, though not via drag and drop: simply

right-click a chat and from there the “Move to” menu will move the selected chat to the requested

workspace. However, it isn’t possible currently to copy a chat to another workspace; moving an

entry to a new workspace will remove it from its previous workspace.

Within a given workspace, chats can be pinned. These stay in place at the top of the workspace’s

chat list. Chats which are not pinned are ordered by latest activity. This way you never have to

scroll endlessly to find the chat that matters to you. For the moment, pinned tabs cannot be

reordered like workspaces, but we plan to implement it.

Try it out and let us know

There’s a lot of upcoming major changes in the next Gajim v1.4 release, so stay tuned to the blog

for further information. In the meantime, you can test the new interface by running Gajim from

sources using just a few commands. This feature is not published in nightly releases yet

because it’s still unstable, so do not use it as a daily-driver yet.

Important: Note that you have to start Gajim with a test profile using

gajim -s -p testprofile

or

launch.py -s -p testprofile

in order to preserve your current profile. Migrating back is not possible.

git clone https://dev.gajim.org/gajim/gajim && cd gajim

to download Gajim’s source into a

gajim

folder and moving there

git checkout mainwindow

to browse the development branch with the new UI

pip install .

to install Gajim’s development version and all dependencies to your python environment, then

gajim -s -p testprofile

to start

alternatively,

./launch.py -s -p testprofile

to start Gajim without installing it, in which case dependencies should be manually setup first

(for example On Ubuntu)

Feedback is welcome in any form, whether on our issue tracker, in our community chat 

gajim@conference.gajim.org, or as a blog post on your own website. The main tracking issue for

this new user interface is #10628.

Areas for improvement

In this section, we explain the shortcomings of the current implementation of the workspaces

feature, and what could be done to improve it. We are actively looking for ideas on these areas,

so if you can afford it, please spend some time to gather your thoughts and help us

improve Gajim.

Accessibility

Account context relies on user-supplied colors. However, for accessibility concerns (color-

blindness), we would be interested to support other graphical patterns instead of colors. For

example, dots and dashes and other visual patterns that are common in graphs and tables.

However, unless we get more contributions, it’s unlikely this feature will be released in v1.4.

Internationalization

The main window redesign does not support right-to-left (RTL) languages in a special way yet. The

navigation sidebar will be displayed on the left-side of the screen in all cases.

UI customization

Some users have already expressed their anxiousness at the idea of dropping support for multiple

windows in Gajim. However, there is technically no barrier preventing us from reimplementing is

with our new User Interface. It’s “just” a lot of hard work.

For example, maybe we could have a mode where each account gets its own window that could

move around separately? Or focus a space from the main window into its own window? That would

be useful when using virtual desktops (sometimes called workspaces, what a coincidence) in your

favorite desktop environment.

In addition, we could explore to support multiple sidebars on multiple axis, so that you could decide

where to place your accounts list, and divide your workspace list into a top and bottom sidebar.

Only your imagination and contributions to the Gajim project are the limit for the kind of

experience we can provide, but it’s very unlikely deeper UI customization will be implemented in

time for the v1.4 release. We are a volunteer-run project and cannot afford to spend time to

accommodate every single need there is, although contributions are always welcome.

More workspace organization

Currently, pinned tabs in the chat list cannot be reordered in the way that workspaces can be in

the workspace list. Would this be useful for you?

Moreover, Gajim’s new workspaces UI currently features a 2-level representation like Mattermost,

where any chat only has a single ancestor workspace. The account roster is an exception, because it

features a 3rd-level nesting in order to fit roster groups, where each entry is part of a group, which

is part of the account workspace context. Maybe workspaces could benefit from this approach in

order to represent 3-level hierarchies akin Discord/Element interface.

Also, a chat can currently only be featured in a single workspace, for the sake of simplicity. That’s a

fine assumption as long as workspaces are managed by a single user for their needs, but would not

play well with sharing workspaces with other users, in which case a chat may appear more than

once in the workspace tree.

Standardization and interoperability

As mentioned briefly, we’re considering how our new workspaces feature can be represented server

side, so that it can be used by other clients, and maybe even shared across users.

Sharing a workspace with several users, similar to Matrix “spaces” or Discord “servers” could

prove very useful for online communities administering a bunch of channels, for example to set

space-wide permissions. It could also enable to subscribe to a public workspace maintained by a

contact of yours, featuring a bunch of 3rd party group chats on a specific topic.

While there is not yet a specification for such hierarchical organization of chats in the XMPP

ecosystem, there was an XMPP Online Sprint last winter studying Discord’s user experience in

order to benefit the Jabber/XMPP ecosystem.

More recently, some people have started to gather thoughts that should lead to a specification.

There is a work-in-progress document (a pad) which anyone can edit with feedback, and a 

spaces@joinjabber.org group chat has been setup to discuss this issue in a cross-project manner.

Your ideas and contributions are more than welcome, even if you’re not familiar with the

Jabber/XMPP ecosystem. Feedback on how a new specification could be made interoperable with

other decentralized networks is very welcome.
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DEVELOPMENT NEWS JULY 2021

Wed, 28 Jul 2021 00:00:00 +0000

Development on the new Gajim version continued in July, bringing many fixes and

improvements. Also this month: WebSocket improvements and a new python-nbxmpp

release.

Changes in Gajim

Since version 1.2, Gajim offers WebSocket support via XEP-0156. A recent fix enables you to

directly connect via WebSocket while creating an account.

Meanwhile, work on the next Gajim version made some progress:

Workspaces now support custom avatars

Improved usability of Gajim’s new Search View

Group chat creation is working again

Improvements for message scrolling and jump to bottom button

Fixes for Gajim’s new Notification Manager, which handles contact requests and group chat

invitation

Fixes for direct messages (private messages/direct messages in group chats)

Fixes for initial migration from Gajim 1.3

What else happened

#10478: Fixed issue with Tests

#10598: Fixed issue when adding Note property to vCard

Updated API JID for search.jabber.network group chat search

Fixed History Manager’s stand alone mode

Plugin updates

Gajim’s URL Image Preview plugin received a fix to prevent issues while trying to generate

previews for zero-byte files or corrupted files.

Changes in python-nbxmpp

A bug has been fixed with RSM count requests ( #120), which affected Gajim’s history

synchronization.

This fix, and also many improvements concerning Ad-Hoc commands, are included in the new

python-nbxmpp 2.0.3

.

As always, feel free to join gajim@conference.gajim.org to discuss with us.
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DEVELOPMENT NEWS JUNE 2021

Sun, 27 Jun 2021 00:00:00 +0000

This month brought some fixes for themes and spell checking. Development on the new

Gajim version made a big step forward: file previews are working again, and they look even

better now.

Changes in Gajim

Gajim offers theming support for many parts of the GUI (Graphical User Interface). It also offers to

switch between light and dark themes. While switching, some custom styles didn’t get applied

instantly, leading to poor contrast and wrong colors in general. This issue has finally been fixed (

#10441). While fixing this issue, Gajim’s Themes window also received some improvements,

making it easier for you to customize Gajim to your needs.

Meanwhile, work on the next Gajim version made some progress:

URL Image Preview plugin has been integrated into Gajim’s core

Previews will not load automatically in anonymous group chats

The layout of file previews has been reworked, making it more compact

The chat list will now indicate if the last message contains a file

Workspace editing and removing have been simplified

User highlighting in group chats has been implemented

What else happened

#10558: Spell checking has been fixed

#10551: Gajim’s GStreamer dependency check now includes more packages

The provider blabber.im has been removed from the server list due to the service being shut

down

Plugin updates

Gajim’s URL Image Preview plugin received a fix for timestamps not being displayed correctly for

voice messages.

Changes in python-nbxmpp

No changes in python-nbxmpp this month.

As always, feel free to join gajim@conference.gajim.org to discuss with us.
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DEVELOPMENT NEWS MAY 2021

Fri, 28 May 2021 00:00:00 +0000

This month brings improved Ad-Hoc commands, fixes for Gajim Portable, and new image

preview capabilities. Meanwhile, work on Gajim’s next version made some progress: better

code block styling, chat filters, note to myself, and much more.

Changes in Gajim

Through Gajim’s Ad-Hoc commands window, you are able to configure service settings, gather

infos, or trigger various other actions offered by your provider. The Ad-Hoc commands window has

now been ported to the new Assistant, which you already know from Gajim’s Account Creation for

example. This lowers maintenance effort and allows all tasks with a ‘wizard’ workflow to have

consistent design and behaviour.

On Windows, you can choose whether you want to install Gajim on your system or if you want to

have a portable version of Gajim inside a single folder. For distribution of Gajim Portable, we use an

installer which extracts all relevant files into a directory of your choice. However, this process

sometimes fails if you upgrade an existing Gajim Portable folder. This issue has now been fixed by

applying a cleaning mechanism before extracting the new version. Your user data won’t be touched,

of course.

Meanwhile, work on the next Gajim version made some progress:

‘Note to myself’ feature: write messages to your own contact (e.g. to another device), now

improved

Code block styling is now aligned to your theme (light/dark)

Chats can be filtered by ‘chats’ and ‘group chats’ in the Start Chat window and in the Chat

List

Status message styling has been improved

File transfers (uploading) are now displayed inline

Gajim update notifications will now be displayed in a separate App Page, so there won’t be

disrupting update notifications anymore

Status Icon has been fixed, and the App Indicator plugin has been integrated

Status message window has been removed: it’s now a simple input field

If you haven’t seen it yet: lovetox (Philipp Hörist), current maintainer of Gajim, gave a first

introduction to what’s coming with the next version:

This is only part of what we’re planning to do for the next release of Gajim. Stay tuned!

What else happened

Profile window: Fixed initial state of privacy switches

Profile window: Added Note element

#10559: Fixed issue with Server Info window when using PLAIN connection

Plugin updates

Gajim’s URL Image Preview plugin is now able to generate previews for WEBP and JXL files. MIME

type guessing has been improved as well.

Changes in python-nbxmpp

This month, Ad-Hoc Commands ( XEP-0050) compliance has been improved.

As always, feel free to join gajim@conference.gajim.org to discuss with us.
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GAJIM’S BIRTHDAY

Fri, 21 May 2021 00:00:00 +0000

Today is Gajim’s birthday! 🎉 Seventeen years of Instant Messaging with open standards

and open source software.

About Gajim

On Mai 21th 2004, Asterix (Yann Leboulanger) released Gajim 0.1. Gajim (is) a Jabber Instant

Messenger. Development started back when XEPs (XMPP Extension Protocols) were named JEPs

(Jabber Enhancement Proposals) and the XSF (XMPP Standards Foundation) was called JSF (Jabber

Software Foundation). Right from the first year, Gajim was available for both Linux and Windows.

Supported by many contributors, there have been more than 70 releases until today. The code

repository counts around 18,000 commits, and the issue tracker (once powered by Trac, now Gitlab)

lists a history of over 10,500 opened issues in total.

Today, Gajim supports around 85 XEPs. Driven by the community, Gajim has been translated into

29 languages. A calculated effort of around 31 person-years went into developing Gajim.

With the release of Gajim 1.0 in March 2018, a big switch from Python 2 and GTK 2 to Python 3 and

GTK 3 had been completed. For the following releases, Gajim’s core had been gradually rewritten.

Since February 2021, we’ve been working on the next version. It will include a complete rework of

Gajim’s main component: the message window. lovetox (Philipp Hörist), current maintainer of

Gajim, gave a first introduction to what’s coming with the next version:

This is only part of what we’re planning to do for the next release of Gajim. Stay tuned!

As always, feel free to join gajim@conference.gajim.org to discuss with us.
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DEVELOPMENT NEWS APRIL 2021

Fri, 30 Apr 2021 00:00:00 +0000

April brought an all new message styling parser, making Gajim fully compliant with XEP-

0393. This post will also give you a sneak peek on some features we’ve been developing for

the past months: the new Chat view and Contact Info window.

Changes in Gajim

As promised last month, this post will cover some of the new Chat view features we’re currently

developing. April brought a lot of code refactoring, making Gajim ready for all of the new features

which are planned. But let’s have a look at the new Chat view (work in progress):

Each message type (e.g. info message, chat message, subject) features its own

Row

. This enables Gajim to apply distinct styling and elements to the various message types. Info

messages for example are displayed with lower contrast, in order to move the focus on actual chat

messages. Group chat Subject messages are placed in a separate box to display them prominently.

Each chat

Row

offers a button for further actions, such as quoting or copying message content. The new Chat view

also enables you to scroll back infinitely ⬆ .

Looking at the screenshot, you may notice further styling details for chat messages: Quotes are

now highlighted and indented. Nested quotes are possible as well. Code blocks surrounded by

backticks

```

will now be displayed inside a code widget, including code language detection, syntax highlighting,

and a code block copy button. The whole message styling parser has been rewritten from scratch,

making Gajim fully compliant with XEP-0393 (Message Styling).

As mentioned in last month’s news, the Contact Info window also received an update. It takes

advantage the Info Grid we introduced for the new Profile window. Sharing the code base between

these two windows significantly reduces maintenance effort. The new Contact Info window features

a settings page, where contact subscription actions are displayed. This page will most likely offer

further settings in the future. Contact group management has been moved into a page as well,

making the old group management dialog obsolete. All devices of your contact are now neatly

displayed on a Devices page. There could be even more pages in the future, e.g. an OMEMO page

for fingerprint management.

This is only part of what we’re planning to do for the next release of Gajim. We’ll show more details

with the coming blog posts. Stay tuned!

What else happened

#10541: Fixed using custom port in connection settings

#10540: GSSAPI dependencies have been added to the Windows build

#10342: UnicodeDecodeError related to avatars has been fixed (this error prevented

translations on Windows)

Plugin updates

Gajim’s PGP (Legacy) plugin received an update which fixes sending files. Both OMEMO and URL

Image Preview are now able to correctly display files from URLs containing

?

characters. Also, a nasty file transfer issue which occurred when trying to download a file which

had been deleted (HTTP 404) has been fixed ( #9999). Furthermore, Gajim’s Acronyms Expander

now features improved word detection, enabling you to substitute short codes with emojis, for

example

:

robot

:

with 🤖  .

Changes in python-nbxmpp

No changes in python-nbxmpp this month.

As always, feel free to join gajim@conference.gajim.org to discuss with us.
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GAJIM 1.3.2

Sat, 24 Apr 2021 00:00:00 +0000

This release brings back translations for Windows users. Gajim 1.3.2 also includes some

small fixes and improvements. Thanks everyone for reporting issues!

What’s New

For Gajim 1.3.0 and 1.3.1 we had to disable translations on Windows. This was due to a bug in a

package Gajim relies on. After some detective work, this bug has finally been resolved. This enables

us to ship Gajim with translations again!

More Changes

New

Added account switch description (On/Off) for better accessability

Changes

MessageInput: Removed custom placeholder (‘Type a message…')

MessageInput: Added focus borders for better accessability

Fixes

#10010: A domain name conversion issue

#10342 UnicodeDecodeError related to avatars (this error prevented translations on

Windows)

#10428: Fix for handling a missing avatar_sha

Known Issues

Zeroconf (serverless messaging) has not been re-implemented yet

Client certificate setup is not possible yet
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As always, don’t hesitate to contact us at gajim@conference.gajim.org or open an issue on 

our Gitlab.

Download Gajim 1.3.2

DEVELOPMENT NEWS MARCH 2021

Sun, 28 Mar 2021 00:00:00 +0000

Gajim’s new main window is coming together step by step while many core functionalities

are being rewritten. This month also brought better accessibility for Gajim’s message

input and improved Status Icon behavior.

Changes in Gajim

During March, we steadily worked on Gajim’s new main window, reimplementing feature after

feature. Since these changes often lead to core functionalities being rewritten, we decided to take a

step forward in many areas. For example: instead of adapting the old Contact Information window,

we decided to go for the new implementation we originally planned for some time later, because it

gave us more freedom regarding contact specific actions. For instance, the new Contact Information

window includes group management and subscription management, which renders some of the old

contact list dialogs obsolete (i.e. we don’t have to re-implement those). We’ll go into details with the

coming blog posts. Stay tuned!

Meanwhile, the chat message input received a focus-indicating border. You already know this from

single line Entries elsewhere in Gajim: once you focus the entry, a blue border appears around it,

making it obvious where the current focus is. It’s the same now for the chat message input (being a

multi line Textview instead of a single line Entry). We also removed the ‘Write a message…’

placeholder, since it did not always work reliably.

Furthermore, the window behavior for Gajim’s contact list has been improved. When clicking on

the status icon in you system tray while Gajim’s window resides somewhere in the background

behind other windows on your desktop, it will be raised to the top (this is new). If it’s minimized to

the tray, it will be restored; if it’s focused, it will be minimized (this was already the case before).

What else happened

An issue with handling missing avatar hashes has been fixed, which would prevent Gajim

from starting #10428

A domain validation issue has been resolved #10010

Plugin updates

No plugin updates this month.

Changes in python-nbxmpp

A module for handling roster operations has been implemented and improved while working on

Gajim’s new main window, which features a minimal version of Gajim’s current contact list/roster

combination. While implementing the new Contact Information window, a module for 

XEP-0202 Entity Time has been added as well.

As always, feel free to join gajim@conference.gajim.org to discuss with us.
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GAJIM 1.3.1

Mon, 01 Mar 2021 00:00:00 +0000

With this release we managed to get a good portion of bugs fixed. Gajim 1.3.1 also

includes some convenient improvements. Thanks everyone for reporting issues!

What’s New

Just three weeks after the last release, we’re happy to announce Gajim 1.3.1. This is mostly a bugfix

release, but it also brings some improvements, such as clickable service provider URLs during

account creation, an account badge for group chat invitations (if you have multiple accounts, this

comes in handy), and better window behaviour when clicking the status icon.

More Changes

New

Added setting to explicitly enable GSSAPI authentication

Changes

Removed ASCII Emoji replacing mechanism for incoming messages (Gajim now displays them

as intended by the sender)

Added account badge for group chat invitations #10424

Better error handling for the new Profile window

Improved avatar selector (works now for images <100 px)

Improved accounts window layout #10438

Account Creation: Links offered by servers during registration are now clickable #10445

Gajim now displays an error if gateway registration fails #10443

Fixed crash which appeared when trying to open the Contact Information window for offline

contacts #10273

Fixed crash occurring when clicking a ‘connection failed’ notification #10436

Fixed rare crash which occurred when disabling video preview in preferences #10430

Added workaround for crash occurring when clicking links on Windows #10450

Improved status icon behaviour when Gajim’s window is not focused

And much more: Have a look at the full changelog

Known Issues

On Windows, we had to disable translations temporarily. This is due to a bug in a package

Gajim relies on. Hopefully we’ll be able to ship the next version with translations again!

Zeroconf (serverless messaging) has not been re-implemented yet

Client certificate setup is not possible yet
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As always, don’t hesitate to contact us at gajim@conference.gajim.org or open an issue on 

our Gitlab.

Download Gajim 1.3.1

DEVELOPMENT NEWS FEBRUARY 2021

Thu, 25 Feb 2021 00:00:00 +0000

February brings many bug fixes for the upcoming Gajim 1.3.1 release. The Profile

window’s error handling has been improved, and selecting small images for an avatar

should now work as expected. While fixing those bugs, we’ve been working on something

big.

Changes in Gajim

Roughly a month ago, we started a rework of Gajim’s main window. This will bring fundamental

changes to Gajim, but it will also take some time until it’s ready to be shown. Many core

functionalities are tied to the ‘roster window’, which displays your contact list. This is due to Gajim

being grown around the contact list acting as the main entry point for almost every action.

Currently, we’re in the process of untying those functionalities in order to separate them from the

contact list. While this work happens mostly in the background, we managed to fix a good portion of

new bugs which showed after the release of Gajim 1.3.0. Thanks everyone for reporting issues!

What else happened

Added setting to explicitly enable GSSAPI authentication

Added account badge for group chat invitations #10424

Removed ASCII Emoji replacing mechanism for incoming messages (Gajim now displays them

as intended by the sender)

Better error handling for the new Profile window

Improved avatar selector (works now for images <100 px)

Improved accounts window layout #10438

Account Creation: Links offered by servers during registration are now clickable #10445

Gajim now displays an error if gateway registration fails #10443

Fixed horizontal scrollbar sometimes appearing in the chat window

Fixed crash which appeared when trying to open the Contact Information window for offline

contacts #10273

Fixed crash occurring when clicking a ‘connection failed’ notification #10436

Fixed rare crash which occurred when disabling video preview in preferences #10430

Plugin updates

Gajim’s URL Image Preview plugin now respects EXIF rotation when generating previews.

Changes in python-nbxmpp

python-nbxmpp 2.0.1 and 2.0.2 have been released, addressing multiple bugs. GSSAPI

authentication has to be enabled explicitly, since it could lead to complications when other

mechanisms are available as well. Furthermore, an issue with the publication of avatars has been

fixed.

As always, feel free to join gajim@conference.gajim.org to discuss with us.
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GAJIM 1.3.0

Mon, 08 Feb 2021 00:00:00 +0000

Five months have passed since the release of Gajim 1.2.2. Many new features have been

developed during this time, including a complete redesign of both Gajim’s Preferences

window and configuration backend, an all new Profile window, support for Chat Markers, a

new user interface for voice/video calls, and much more.

What’s New

Preferences

A huge amount of code has been cleaned up around Gajim’s configuration backend. This was

necessary in order to move from a configuration based on text files to a new settings backend

powered by SQLite. Gajim is now able to store settings efficiently, and some quirks around default

values have been solved. After all these changes under the hood, it was time to redesign the

Preferences window. The redesign enables us to display settings in a tidy and clear fashion, which

should make it easier for you to handle all of Gajim’s configuration possibilities.

Gajim’s Notification settings for event handling have been split up. You can now decide if you want

notifications to be shown in general, and if you want new messages to be opened directly (without a

notification icon in the contact list). All settings around sending Chat States (e.g. ‘Composing…')

have been moved from the Preferences window to the Accounts window, completing the migration

of account-related settings. Gajim uses a ‘Sync Threshold’ setting to decide how many messages

should be synchronized when joining a chat. If you set a custom Sync Threshold previously, please

make sure to check the setting after upgrading Gajim, since it could not be migrated.

Chat Markers

A long anticipated feature has finally found its way to Gajim: Chat Markers ( XEP-0333). You

already know the check mark which Gajim shows as soon as a message has been delivered (

XEP-0184). Now, as soon as your contact reads your message, you’ll notice a double check mark

replacing the single check mark, marking the message as ‘read’. This is of course on the condition

that your contact’s chat client actually sends Chat Markers. Gajim lets you choose whether you

want to send these markers via Account Settings > Privacy > Send Read Markers. As soon as you

read a message on another device (e.g. your phone), Gajim will remove the now obsolete

notification. By default, this works for 1:1 chats and private group chats (tested with Conversations

and Dino).

Profile

Gajim’s Profile window received a complete rework. This includes a new backend using up to date

standards ( XEP-0292 vCard4 Over XMPP), as well as a completely rewritten dialog for displaying

and editing vCards.

A big advantage over the old Profile window is that you can add (almost all) elements more than

once. For example, you can add an email address for your workplace, and additionally a private one.

Or multiple organizations, or even more PGP keys, … All these elements are added dynamically,

there is no static user interface here.

Selecting your own profile picture is much more fun if you can crop it directly using integrated

tools. This is now possible using the new picture selector, which enables you to select the detail you

want to show, using a fixed aspect ratio.

Group Chat Invitations

Receiving a group chat invitation can sometimes be ambiguous. ‘Do I really want to join this chat,

or should I decline the invitation?’ In order for you to make an informed decision, Gajim now shows

some information about the chat (group chat’s picture, name, and description) before joining.

Furthermore, many people want to join public group chats using a different nickname from the one

they use for private group chats. Gajim now offers to choose a nickname directly before joining.

Audio & Video

Last but not least, there have been some improvements to Voice/Video calling. Gajim has had

support for Voice/Video calls for quite some time, but the code has also been broken for a while

now, because it is not actively maintained. We took some first steps (friendlier user interface, basic

audio/video transmission), but these are highly experimental. Also, this feature is based on older

standards, which makes it incompatible with Conversations for the time being (for example missing

support for XEP-0320).

Plugin Updates

Gajim’s URL Image Preview is now able to preview audio files

The Syntax Highlighter plugin now features a ‘Paste as Code’/‘Paste as Code Block’ entry for

the chat input

It is now possible to install the ‘Ayatana Appindicator integration’ plugin via Flatpak

More Changes

New

Setting for automatic history cleanup

Chat-specific ‘Group Chat Settings’ page

‘Mark as Read’ button for message notifications

‘Send Message’ button in chat windows

Support for vCard4 (XEP-0292)

Windows: support for XMPP link handling

Added a preview when pasting images from the clipboard

Changes

Gajim will use direct messages in non-anonymous group chats instead of PMs (this is

configurable)

Message styling: removed

_underline_

style and added

~strikethrough~

style, making Gajim standard compliant

Removed notification for contact sign in/out

Removed ‘Auto copy’ workaround for Ctrl+C usage in the chat window

If Gajim fails to join a group chat, it now offers a Retry button (and also ‘Forget Group Chat’)

Changed default: Pressing the Escape key will not close chat windows

Linux: Emoji button now opens GTK’s native Emoji chooser (with categories and recently

used emojis)

Improved A/V codec selection

Fixed some regressions with non-english keyboard layouts

Fixed command for opening the Start Chat window (

gajim --start-chat

)

A/V menu entries are now updated (enabled/disabled) correctly when receiving the contact’s

capabilities

Fixed GSSAPI support

Some shortcuts now use Primary (Ctrl/Cmd) instead of Alt (which is often used by Window

Management): Change Subject (

<Primary><Shift>S

), Emoji Chooser (

<Primary><Shift>M

)

Fixed a bug where dropping selected text on a chat window would fail

Fixed ‘Show status changes’ setting being ignored for group chats

Fixed a bug where removing a plugin would fail

And much more: Have a look at the full changelog

Known Issues

On Windows, we had to disable translations temporarily. This is due to a bug in a package

Gajim relies on. Hopefully we’ll be able to ship the next version with translations again!

Zeroconf (serverless messaging) has not been re-implemented yet

Client certificate setup is not possible yet
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As always, don’t hesitate to contact us at gajim@conference.gajim.org or open an issue on 

our Gitlab.

Download Gajim 1.3.0

DEVELOPMENT NEWS JANUARY 2021

Thu, 28 Jan 2021 00:00:00 +0000

Gajim 1.3.0 is almost there and Gajim’s XMPP library python-nbxmpp had its 2.0.0

release! This month brings many bugfixes and a long anticipated feature: direct chat

messages for private group chats.

Changes in Gajim

The first month of 2021 was mostly about bug fixing in preparation of the upcoming 1.3.0 release.

Also, Gajim joined Fosstodon this month! 🎉

Gajim will now use direct messages in non-anonymous group chats instead of Private Messages

(which would be routed through the group chat). This behavior is of course configurable, but the

new default will reduce confusion significantly: If you start a chat with a group chat participant of a

private group chat, Gajim will open a chat addressed directly to the participant.

What else happened

Added new debug mode: start gajim with

--gdebug

to see GLib debug messages

Bugfixes for the new profile window

Fixed race condition while removing an account #10401

Fixed issue with clipboard being cleared accidentally after pressing Alt+Tab

Bugfix for an error which occurred when closing the chat window while being in a call

Fixed History Manager’s stand-alone mode #10384

Bugfix for tooltip error occurring with empty PEP info #10235

Plugin updates

Gajim’s Client Icons plugin enables you to see which chat client(s) your contact is using, by

displaying the client’s name and icon. This month, blabber.im (a popular Conversations fork) has

been added, and detection for both Movim and PSI+ has been improved.

Changes in python-nbxmpp

python-nbxmpp 2.0.0 has been released, featuring JID Escaping ( XEP-0106), VCard4 ( XEP-0292),

and GSSAPI ( XEP-0233) support. As covered in previous posts, module calls are now based on

Python Generators. Furthermore, the module API has been simplified and harmonized.

As always, feel free to join gajim@conference.gajim.org to discuss with us.
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